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Abstract. On the past decade, Trusted Platform Modules (TPM) have become a valuable tool for providing a high level of trust on locally executing
software. Indeed, in addition to its availability on most commodity computers, TPM are totally free of cost unlike other available Hardware-Based
devices while they oer the same level of security. Enhancing trust in SaaS
services regarding the security and the privacy of the hosted SaaS application services can turn out to be a pertinent application scope of TMP. In
this paper we present a design for a trusted SaaS model that gives cloud
users more condence into SaaS services by leveraging TPM functionalities
combined with a trusted source code certifying authority facility. In our design, the cloud computing provider hosting the SaaS services acts as a root
of trust by providing nal cloud users insurance on the integrity of the SaaS
application service running on its platform. A new mechanism of multisignature is developed for computing a join signature of SaaS service software
by the trusted authority and TPM. A prototype implementation of the proposed design shows that the integrity of SaaS application service before and
after it was launched on a cloud provider platform is guaranteed at low cost.

Cloud computing, SaaS services, TPM, trust, Code source certication, Mutlisignature schemes.
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1

Introduction

Cloud computing services demand is booming because they can reduce the cost and
complexity of owning and managing computers and networks. Customers have no investment in information technology infrastructure, purchase hardware, or buy software
licences because these charges are covered by cloud providers. On other hand, they can
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benet from rapid return on investment, rapid deployment, and customization. Moreover, specialized cloud providers in a particular area (such as e-mail) can bring advanced
services that a single company can not provide. Cloud computing is often considered
ecient because it allows organizations to devote their resources only to innovation and
product development.
Nowadays, cloud services are widely used by businesses. More than 3 millions businesses
have adopted Google Apps, Googles's cloud e-mail, calendar and collaboration solutions
for businesses. This rate is expanding at 3000 users a month [19].
Despite its potential benets, many chef executives and IT manager are not willing to
lost the control of their data by ooading it to cloud computing platforms. Their main
concerns are about the condentiality and privacy of their data. Their apprehension is
amply justied because cloud provider employees can either accidentally or intentionally
tamper with the hosted data. This violation can take place without the knowledge of
the data's owner.
Many eorts have been done by cloud services providers in order to Strengthen the
trust of users by reducing the threat of the insider attacks. For example, they protect
and restrict access to the hardware facilities, adopt strict accountability and auditing
procedures, and reducing the number of sta who have access to critical components
of the infrastructure [16]. Nevertheless, cloud providers employees with administrator
privileges can still have access to cloud users data and tamper with it.
To establish more condence in their services, cloud providers have dened the specication for the widely implemented Trusted Platform Module (TPM) [18, 11]. This
approach has been used by Santos et al. [16] to design a trusted cloud computing platform based on TPM attestation chains. In [10], the authors have proposed Terra, a
trusted platform based on a virtual machine. Terra has the ability to prevent insider
abusers from tampering with the users data. With the capability to provide a remote
attestation capability, Terra enable a cloud users to determine upfront whether the host
can securely run the computation on their data.
Another approach based on a trusted trusted party acting as a root of trust, that attestes cloud hosted services to their clients, was proposed in [6]. Cloud provider which
acts as trusted party, responsible runs programs upon request on behalf users, and issues digital certicates of program's identity (e.g., a code hash) for use by other entities
that interact with the running program instance. Unlike the other approach, this model
does not use the TPM for issuing the remote attestations.
This paper proposes a new trusted SaaS platform that aims to addresses the trust
concerns unique to the SaaS model. Our model allows to reinforce the condence of
the cloud users in both cloud providers and services providers. For this purpose, the
source code of the SaaS application service must be certied by a trusted code certifying
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authority in order to prevent the cloud provider to tamper with the application service.
By using a new multisignature mechanism, the cloud provider trough the TPM, certies
also the source code. This will prevent the missuse of service application when it was
running in the cloud platform.

2

Background

The SaaS model is based on the distribured application architecture. It includes components to facilitate and improve the business model. Unlike the traditional software
vendor that is only concerned with application functionalities, the SaaS provider is also
responsible for operating and managing the environment that supports all their cloud
users. This is done by adding more distriburion tiers to support the need of services
requests to be routed among more than physical operating environment.
SaaS services are located in high layers, which means in the software level, oer a complete online applications that can be used by cloud users without any development.
SaaS enables cloud users to utilise an application on a pay-as-you-go basis without need
to install nor to update the application. Maintenance an upgrade are carried out by the
service provider as a part of service. The application can be accessed trough web browser or thin client over internet. Early examples of SaaS can be traced back to Hotmail,
the e-mail service owned by Microsoft.
The location of the SaaS model in the higher layers increases the diculty of guaranteeing the security of hosted data because the cloud and services providers have the full
control over the software and operating environment that manipulate the cloud users
data. Thus, the cloud users data may succumb to insiders attacks from two sides. Cloud
provider employees with root privileges can execute any attacks. On other hand, sysadmins of the service provider can launche a malicious or faulty applications services
in order to misappropriate cloud users data or to conduct additional harmful functions
without the user approval. Consequently, the security of the SaaS must be strengthened
more than any of other available delivery models.
In addition to the standard security practices shared with other application delivery
models, including rewalls, IPS, IDS, .., SaaS displays more security defenses related
to identity management, data storage and data transmission [15]. However, the deployment of all theses countermeasures does not prevent the insiders attacks. To strength
the trust of users on their services, cloud providers have proposed hardware and software
approaches to enable the construction of trusted platforms. In particular, the Trusted
Computing Group (TCG) introduced a standard for the design of the trusted platform
module (TPM) [18] chip that is now endowed with commodity hardware.
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Trusted Plaform Module (TPM)

The TPM is a security specication dened by the TCG. It is almost installed on the
motherboard of a computer or laptop, and communicates with the rest of the system
using a hardware bus through well dened commands. The TPM provides cryptographic operations such encryption, decryption and signing as well as random number
generation. It also provides space for the storage of small amount of information such
as cryptographic keys. Since it was implemented carefully in the hardware, the TPM is
resistant to software attacks [9]. Many researches [2, 10, 17, 16] have proposed to use
the features of TPM chips for reinforcing trust in cloud computing platforms.
Each TPM is associated with a number of signing keys. The endorsement private key
(EK) identies the TPM and thus, the physical host. The EK stands for the validity of
TPM [18]. The respective manufacturers sign the corresponding public key to guarantee
the correctness of the chip and validity of the key. Related to the EK are Attestation
Identity Keys (AIKs). An AIK is created by the TPM and linked to the local platform
through a certicate for that AIK. This certicate is created and signed by a certicate
authority (CA) [9]. In particular, a privacy CA allows a platform to present dierent
AIKs to dierent remote parties, so that it is impossible for these parties to determine
that the AIKs are coming from the same platform. In our model, the used AIK key
represents the pulic key of the TPM with regard to multisignature schemes.
The TPM Attestation consists of several steps of cryptographic authentication by which
the specication for each layer of the platform is checked from the hardware up to the
operating system and application code. At a high level, the TPM attests the source
code of service application by signing its hash with an attestation identity key (AIK).
This will be done by following the trust chain TPM → BIOS → BootLoader → OS
→ Application [13]. Direct Anonymous Attestation (DDA) [5] can be used to protect
the privacy of the TPM in such a way that a user will able to verify the validity of
attestation without linking it with the platform that contains the TPM.

2.2

Multignature schemes

Multisignature schemes [12, 14] are designated to enable a group of signers to produce
a compact, joint signature on a common message. Any other user can verify the authenticity of a given message based only on the multisignature and all signers public
keys. Consider entities 1, · · · , N each having a public key and corresponding secret key.
A multisignature (MS) scheme allows, at any time, any subset L ∈ 1, · · · , n of users
to engage interactively a protocol that outputs is a joint signature on a given message
m. Verication can be done by any user given just L, m, the computed multisignature
σ , and the public keys of all signers in L. Multisignatures can be useful for contract
signing, co-signing, or distribution of a certicate authority.
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Earlier implementations of a multisignature σ on a message m is obtained by setting
(σi : i ∈ L) where σi is is signature on the message m. This multisignature is however
large, in particular of size proportional to the number |L| of signers. Moreover, Earlier
multisignature schemes require a set up process between all the signers which make their
use impraticable especially for devices with small ressources such as PDAs, cell phones
and TPM chips. Research eorts have lead to recent multisignature schemes [3, 4] that
require nothing more than that each signer has a certied public key. Furthermore, the
these multisignature schemes have become as ecient as others signature schemes in
both signing and verication process.
In 2003, a non interactive multisignature scheme based on the signature of Boneh, Lynn
and Shacham [8] was proposed by Boldyreva [7]. Let G be a Die-Hellman group of
prime order p and let g be a generator of G. Let H be a description of a random member of the family of hash functions and {P = P1 , · · · , Pn } be the group of players. Any
player Pj ∈ P with a secret key sKj = xj , that wishes to participate in signing takes
M , computes and broadcasts σj ← H(M )xj . Let L = {P1 , · · · , Pl } be a subgroup of
players participating to the signing process. Let J = {1, · · · , l} denotes the indices of
involved players. The leader,
Q which can be any player, collects the signature of each
player and computes σ = j∈J (σj ) and outputs T = (M, L, σ).
The verier takes T = (M, L, σ) and the list of public keys of the players involved in
signing Q
L = {pK1 , · · ·Q
, pKl } where pKi = g sKi for each i ∈ L. The verier computes
pKl = j∈J (pKj ) = j∈J (g sKj ) and outputs VDDH (g, pKl , H(M ), σ). We recall that
VDDH (g, u, v, h, σ) outputs valid if log(u)g = log(h)v and false otherwise.

3

Proposed trusted SaaS design

In a SaaS model, the service provider launches the application service as an instance
hosted on a physical platform owned by a cloud provider. cloud users gain access to the
service application through an API supplied by the cloud provider. The TPM facilities
are used to provide cloud users with evidence of well dened security properties of the
platform that hosts the application service. This only security practice deployed in the
cloud platform does not provide cloud users with any evidence about authenticity of
the application service running in the platform which can lead to lack of trust in SaaS
services.
The proposed trusted SaaS design aims to mitigate trust issue on SaaS sevices by ensuring the integrity of a SaaS service application before and after it wa running on
a cloud provider's platform. For this purpose, the service provider requests a trusted
authority in order to certify the source code of the service application, Prior to deliver it to the cloud provider. The cloud provider certies also the source code of the
application service trough the TPM technology before to launch it. The signatures of
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the trusted certifying authority and the cloud provider are sealed to each other via the
multisignature schemes to produce a compact, joint signature on the source code of the
application service .
By signing a source code of an application service, a trusted authority certies the Authenticity and integrity of the source code. In some ways, the trusted authority binds
the proprieties veried by the application to the signature of its source code. In our
trusted SaaS model, the service provider requests a trusted certifying authority to sign
the source code of its service application before to host it in a cloud computing platform.
Digital signatures contain proof of content integrity so that the source code cannot be
altered which gives users a serious base to determine the trustworthy in the service
application and its behavior. Once this step achieved, the service provider forwards the
service application and certicate issued by the trusted authority to the cloud provider
for attesting its code source by using the TPM facilities.

3.1

Multisignature scheme using TPM

Even if TPM 2.0 products and systems have important security advantages over TPM
1.0, including elliptic curves digital signature ECDSA, it still not support signature
based on decisional and computational Die-Hellman problems. Therefore, the multi
signature scheme prposed by Boldyreva [7] can not be implemented directly by TPM.
In this paper, we propose to use Die-Hellman oracle process introduced by Acar et al.
[1] to modify Boldyreva's scheme to meet the RSA-based signature requirements of the
TPM.
In [1], the authors use TPMv2 API commands with Schnorr signature in order to dene a function fx : G → g such that fx (h) = hx , where x is the TPM Die-Hellman
private key. By exploiting the Die-Hellman oracle process, we can compute H(M )x
for a message M by applying the function fx to H(M ).
In our design only two players are involved in multisignature process, namely the certifying code trusted authority and the TPM. Let P1 denotes the trusted authority
and P2 the TPM. By using the same notations as in section 2.2, let sK1 = x1 and
pK1 = g x1 the couple of private and public keys of trusted authority P1 . The trusted
authority computes the signature σ1 ← H(M )x1 of a message M and make it available to other players. A TPM with a private key sK2 = x2 compute the signature M
σ2 ← H(M )x2 by applying the Die-Hellman oracle process to H(M ). The TPM signature is broadcasted
to other players. The leader collects the signature of each player,
Q
computes σ = j∈{1,2} (σj ) and outputs T = (M, L, σ). In our design, the dealer is the
SaaS service application provider.
To verify the validity of the multisignature T = (M, L, σ), the nal cloud user takes
T = (M, L, σ) and public keys of the trusted authority and the TPM (pK1 = g x1 ,
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pK2 = g x2 ), computes pK = pK1 × pK2 = g x1 +x2 and outputs VDDH (g, pK, H(M ), σ).

3.2

Prototype implementation

In this section we describe the prototype implementation of the proposed trusted SaaS
platform. We describe the protocols and commands used for certifying the source code
of the SaaS application service by the cloud provider and the trusted authority. The
private and public keys of the trusted authority and TPM are a simple keypair of an
asymmetric cryptographic scheme, namely Die-Hellman keys. Figure 1 depicts the
architecture of the proposed design

Cloud provider

4
Trusted authority

5
1

User
Application

3

2

OS
Boot Loader

Service Provider

BIOS
TPM

Figure

1  Architecture of the proposed trusted SaaS platform

In our implementation, we used an auto-signed code source certicate through Openssl.
Other more trusted authorities that support Die-Hellman based signature, such as
Certum, can be leveraged for issuing Code Signing Certicate. In order to compute the
TPM signature, we have issued the TPMv2 API command TPM CreatePrimary for
generating the private/public key (x2 , g x2 ) of TPM. The call of TPM Commit with
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input h(M) where M is the formated code source of the service application outputs
W = H(M )w for a random r ∈ Z and the command TPM Sign with an arbitrary
input c outputs r = cx + w. We derived the signature of the TPM by computing
(H(M/W ))1/c = H(M )x1 wrapped in a T P M U− SIGN AT U RE structure. In order
to compute the multisignature issued by the trusted authority and the TPM, we have
extracted the relevant bits from the le.bin that contains the TPM Signature.

3.3

Security study

The code source certication of the application service by the a trusted authority and
the cloud provider addresses the specic need to prevent the misuse of the application before and after it was launched. The use of multisignature schemas establishes
a mechanism of double protection since it prevents attackers from service and cloud
providers to act jointly or separately in order to misrepresent the behavior of the application . The attestation provided by the trusted authority ensures the integrity of the
application when it was under the monitoring of the cloud provider. After launching the
application, its control is under the service provider but the cloud provider still control
the server platform and the launch procedure. Thus, the cloud provider can be responsible for guaranteing the application's integrity after it was launched by using the TPM
certication. In various TPM-based platform, such as Intel's Trusted Technologies [6],
the proposed functionalities have been extended to post-launch checks. This makes the
task of the cloud provider more aordable.
Trust in a cloud provider is mainly based on its reputation, therefore it has no interest
to corrupt the behavior of the service instance it hosts. It can strength assurances of
trustworthiness to its cloud users by issuing attestations of its own software stack based
on a hardware root of trust. The cloud provider is also responsible for granting the privileges access the admin interface to the service provider. Thus, it can limit the control
of the service provider on the application after it was launched to only the legitimate
operations (launch, stop, ...). For all these reasons, the cloud provider itself can be seen
as a trusted platform that run a well tested software stack and oers hosting platform
for multi tenants users. This means that the cloud provider in our model can serve as a
guarantor for preventing the service provider from tampering with application service
after it was launched even if it was still under its control.
The mere fact that the cloud provider acts as a root of trust in our model does not mean
that it is completely trusted. since it can still tamper with application service before
running it. This issue was addressed by incorporating a trusted certifying source code
authority that ensures the application's integrity when it was under the control of the
cloud provider. This process allows to prevent any attempt for subverting the instance
before it was hosted in the cloud platform.
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conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have proposed a new trusted SaaS model that mitigates the trust issues
in SaaS delivering model by reinforcing the cloud users condence in SaaS application
services. In our model, the source code of the SaaS service application is certied by
a trusted authority and the cloud provider via TPM by using a new multisignature
mechanism that we have developed for this purpose. The proposed SaaS model gives the
cloud users the ability to cheek the integrity of the SaaS service application before and
after it was running in a cloud platform. In addition, we have implemented a prototype
of the proposed design in a local environment. In the future, we plane to implement an
instance of our design for deployment in real cloud computing environments.
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